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Taurus® Mycook 1.8 
Food Processor 

The professional induction-heated kitchen robot. 

The Taurus® Mycook 1.8 Food Processor is the 

must have tool that all chefs desire. Replace the 

clutter in your kitchen with Mycook Professional, 

the all-in-one kitchen appliance capable of 

performing 15 various kitchen processes; 

MyCook is the helping hand you always wanted.

Mix, grind, cook, emulsify, knead, powder, shake light fry 
and melting, are just some of the features from the Taurus®

Mycook 1.8 Food Processor. 

It has a powerful 800W motor for mixing and a 1000W 
induction heater reducing the time to reach desired 
temperature by half and making MyCook the most powerful 
appliance in its class. The motor is separated from cooking 
zone and has 10 mixing speeds + a Turbo function. The 
triple wall 2L bowl made with stainless steel and aluminum 
is specially designed for induction cooking and has a safety 
closure lid & measuring cap. The high resistance blade 
has 4x stainless steel knives and the Knife hub dismantles 
quickly without any tools for easy cleaning. MyCook is 

cookbook on DVD.

The Mycook 1.8 includes in its base an induction plate that 
allows heating on the jar thanks to the electromagnetism 
principle. The heat is uniformly spreaded on the low part of 
the jar, and combined with induction, cooking is much faster 

A secure special jar with a 2 litre capacity. The Taurus®

Mycook 1.8 Food Processor  uses a triple-wall jar 
combining stainless steel and aluminium specially designed 

ingredients progresively, measuring cup, special stainless 
steel 4-knife blade, all parts easy to clean and with security 
features for a save operation.

The Taurus® Mycook 1.8 Food Processor includes a very 

steel cover for a long-lasting life. Ergonomicaly designed 
backwards tilted for easy viewing.

POWER SUPPLY
UK 3 pin plug or Schuko plug for Europe

WARRANTY
1 year warranty

+ Ideal for soups, juices, sauces, jams, mayonnaise, 
risotto, dips, dough

+ Digital display process timer function indicator

+ Timer: 0 to 90 minutes

+ Ergonomic design with tilted display for easy viewing

+ Precise electronic temperature control

+ 1000W Induction heating reduces time to reach 
desired temperature by half

+ Powerful 800W motor separated from cooking zone

+ 10 mixing speeds + Turbo function

+ High resistance blade with 4x stainless steel knives

+ Knife hub dismantles quickly for easy cleaning

+ Triple wall 2L bowl using stainless steel and 
aluminium specially designed for induction cooking

+ Safety closure lid & measuring cap

+ Special programs for kneading and slow cooking

+
spatula & cookbook on DVD

+ Temperatures from 40ºC to 120ºC

+ Dimensions: 290 x 350 x 270 (HxWxD) mm

+ Includes 2 Jugs as Standard

K E Y  F E AT U R E S

TAURUS® MYCOOK 1.8 FOOD PROCESSOR

NAME MODEL TARIFF CODE

Taurus® Mycook 1.8 Food Processor with 2 Jugs  923130000-2  8516797090

Taurus® Mycook Extra Jar with Black Knob 999281000 8509900000

Taurus® Mycook Extra Jar with Orange Knob 999282000 8509900000
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